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Abstract: Research and development is considered as one of the important factor to contribute strongly for sustainable 
development goals (SDG -9). These further may help in building resilient infrastructure, promoting industrialization, and 
fostering innovation. Contributions to research and development (GERD) and the number of researchers employed in R&D 
activities have a significant impact on research and development. The Innovation Index delves deeper than just total GERD 
figures. It analyzes how effectively countries allocate their R&D resources. This particularly provides reward to the countries 
that prioritize research in key areas like renewable energy, healthcare, and digital technologies while also considering the 
efficiency and impact of their R&D spending. 
The current availability of limited data for index-based studies is not conducive to the design of policy scenarios and technology 
deployment models. In this paper, we have studied various machine learning models and have employed the ARIMA model to 
study the impact of data variables to forecast time series forecasting. In this study, a comprehensive R&D spending estimate and 
its correlation with other variables is analyzed to reveal the global GERD shuffle to escalate the studies on technology impact. 
Keywords: Global expenditure on R&D (GERD), Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average  (ARIMA), R&D intensity, S-curve 
forecasting, economic development, patent accumulation, and homoscedasticity. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Technology and innovation diffusion show the realistic pathways of development using advanced machine learning and data 
screening techniques. Statistical learning advancement has resulted in the creation of machine learning methods, such as supervised 
and unsupervised methods.  
With swift technology success in foremost areas, it has become necessary for policy analysts to design strategically the relevant 
decision-making for the commercialization of their inputs. Such inputs will help in generating sustainable concepts of global 
expenditure on R&D i.e. (GERD) and global innovation index (GII). Any emerging economy lays down its direct contribution to the 
total factor of production, where R&D and innovation play a pivotal role in scaling and production of the economy. 
In this paper, the author has considered indicators of the global innovation index (GII) to analyze the policy purview of technology 
development, analysis, and its indiscriminate effect on technology translation. The fourth industrial revolution is an amalgamation 
of automation and a new exchange of networks using artificial intelligence and machine learning practices. Major changes occur in 
potential activity localization to alter the growth development dynamics and product & service value addition (Yangdol & Singh, 
2022). 
Supply chain management, inventory management, consumer analytics, construction, and shipping have now entered under the 
aegis of efficiently automated management, ever since the start of a new phase of productivity transformation. India’s rank in terms 
of the manufacturing value added index has improved from 14th in 2000 to 5th rank in 2019. However competitive industrial 
performance rank is lowered to 38th rank in 2019, which is due to lower manufacturing sector share in GDP during the marked year. 
It has contributed only 17.1% of Gross value addition (GVA) citing only 11.2% of wholly owned employment (RBI Bulletin, June 
2022). According to the OECD classification of economic activities on research and development, intensity and manufacturing lead 
economies broadly can be classified into five categories: High R&D intensity, medium-high R&D intensity, medium R&D 
intensity, medium-low R&D intensity, and low R&D intensity. Whereas R&D intensity is measured as expenditure on R&D as a 
percentage of GDP. As per the latest R&D intensity of India, it is about 0.7% in 2018 in contrast to other nations, which is on the 
lower side.  
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In (Fig.1) the Technology Intensity of India’s manufacturing sector, is represented, showing the R&D intensity of 31.8% in the 
medium and low industrial manufacturing sectors, with the lowest percentage of 10.8% in high R&D intensity industries. 

 
Figure 1: Technology Intensity of India’s manufacturing sector 

 

 
Figure 2. R&D percentage of GDP:2018 

(Source: RBI-June 2022 bulletin, based on an annual survey of industries) 
 

Globally, technology has led to an uplift and boost towards economic development in terms of the global average GDP structure. 
The trend shown in (Fig.2) has put focus on GERD i.e., Global expenditure on Research and Development, which directly hampers 
the cost-effectiveness of current research and development. Growth factors of the national innovation system are based on revisited 
characteristics of the drivers of economic growth and its relative indicators.  
Here, GERD is one of the key factorial indicators, which helps in the diffusion of national research development, to empower 
innovation management and its further deliverables. This study deals with GERD at national and global levels, with numerous 
studies. (Siedlecki et al., 2020) analyzed innovation level studies at regional and based on geographical origin. Policymakers have 
driven emerging economies by closely monitoring the indicators of the national innovation system and its ranking solutions. This 
gives an analytical approach to drive the critical indicators of scientific policymaking. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Numerous studies have been reported on the importance of studying GERD as a key factor for the growth of the national innovation 
system, to identify research and development indicators for any emerging economy. According to (Siedlecki et al., 2020), the GDP 
of the economy stimulates other factors including research and development spending and ICT spending. Their study reflects the 
idea of higher spending on R&D in transition economies, which indicates productivity improvement, represented by the application 
of S-curve forecasting. Many pieces of literature have reported the rate of R&D spillovers in developing and industrially developed 
economies. (Almeida & Teixeira, 2007) have shared the negative effect of patenting, over a study of 88 countries from 1996-2003. 
They have found diverse interactions to support the patenting activity for R&D investment. Also, their penal data study shows an 
impactful scenario for less developed economies on their R&D intensity, from the accumulated patents, whereas it has given patent 
accumulation has given a slightly lower impact on highly developed economies. 
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(Otomo, 2017) has examined the impact of R&D expenditure via patent applications in the USA and Europe and found that despite 
an increase in the number of patents, there remains a diminishing and marginal increase in the country’s R&D expenditure. (Guellec 
& Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2001) have quoted that the higher R&D intensity of the country gets benefits from foreign R&D 
spillovers. They have also mentioned that there is a positive impact of domestic R&D intensities between the two countries. It was 
analyzed that 0.1 % of the difference in intensity of research, between the two countries, generates a spread of about 0.002% 
between their development elasticity. In the same study, it was also analyzed that, if a firm of an individual country wants to take 
full advantage of international innovation spillovers, then expenditure of R&D plays a crucial role, by investing in adaptive research 
activities.  
According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) research and working papers, it was identified 
that the elasticity of public research is higher when the business R&D concentration of an economy is higher. It helps in developing 
a stronger link between public and private research activities. OECD studies have shown that in 2019, total growth in real 
expenditure on R&D in most OECD countries was driven by business R&D growth, supporting 71% of research performance in 
these nations. The said expenditure rises by 4.6% in 2019, while the research expenditures in the government sector have given a 
steady rise of only 3.4%, and thus a decline in government institutions as relative R&D performers. Research and development 
(R&D) spending was forecasted to reach over 2.47 trillion U.S. dollars globally in 2022 (once local currencies are converted for 
purchasing power parity). This compares to around one trillion U.S. dollars in 2005 and around 555 billion U.S. dollars in 1996. 
Spending decreased in 2020 following the outbreak of COVID-19 but increased again in 2021 and was forecasted to do so in 2022 
too. Given the increase in higher dimensional information to stratify the existing technology trends to emancipate policy scenarios 
and methods to optimize model selection. Although model selection is more challenging in terms of theoretical and empirical 
analysis of high dimensional data insights, here machine learning emphasizes algorithms that show transformative intelligence. 
There are many instances where machine learning has played a crucial role in analyzing the data forecast using time series analysis 
of high dimensional and multivariate data. (Liu & Chia Liang, n.d.) Have adopted a principal component analysis (PCA) to classify 
a national innovation system and to identify the economic growth in emerging countries. In the same study, LASSO clustering was 
also followed, which was used to calculate the coefficient on R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP, which came up to 0.003.  In 
this study, PCA and LASSO approach was undertaken to describe the intensity of external and internal constraints on the growth of 
developing countries. 
In research (Tudor & Sova, 2022), it was identified that the driving factors for R&D intensity are key model data characteristics for 
estimation of the impact of high technology exports, the number of impactful researchers, and trade openness. Using exploratory 
data analysis and a dynamic system Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) panel model were the studied indicators by (Tudor & 
Sova, 2022) to share research and development expenditure in gross GDP. In the said study, results were scripted for the year 2007-
2015, in which high technology exports have been statistically created, providing a significant effect on R&D expenses for middle- 
and low-income panel economies. Developing countries have made progress in the structural transformation of manufactured 
exports and trade openness. At the same, patents are the indicator of high R&D intensity in high-income panel economies. Many 
other studies have taken OLS (Ordinary Least Square) regression which used cluster analysis, as its first step in choosing the 
innovation indicators. The given data is then reduced to two main factors by running the principal component analysis (PCA). 
Another step in the same approach includes clustering analysis to classify the innovation indicators into classes, to categorize each 
country’s innovation cluster.  
Following previous research, the empirical model to introduce research and development-based innovation index indicators, the 
author has taken innovation indicators to compare the responsible research productivity among various groups of countries. A group 
of OECD countries is taken in this paper, including central Asia and South Asian countries, with their data on GERD value as a 
percentage of global GDP expenditure.  
The author has also considered the number of researchers and their impact on bringing up the GDP and capital productivity of the 
concerned economies. Although, there are no such previous studies with the GERD data analysis and its impact on economic 
growth, the author has tried to bring ahead the relationship between the GERD and number of researchers employed in R&D, in a 
full-time equivalent ratio. 
In this study, machine learning applications, including automated machine learning is employed. This will help in the identification 
of dependent variable factors available in the database. It will further help in the analysis of GERD as a performing indicator and its 
impact on economic development. Here ARIMA time series analysis was performed to forecast the next five years, and to study the 
data changes over a given period, using the historical data provided. 
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III. DATA 
This study includes three variables from over twenty-four countries from the    year 2015 – 2020. The variables are chosen based on 
the availability of the data. The data was drawn from the web portal of the world bank statistics domain of SDG indicators. Here, 
research and development indicators were chosen as one of the standard nine SDG indicators among seventeen sustainable 
development goals.  
The SDG dataset provides the depth insight into the national innovation system which includes annual GDP growth percentage, 
number of researchers in R&D per millions of people in a particular economy, and R&D expenditure in terms of percentage of gross 
domestic product (GDP), calculated over the years. We have applied research intensity ratio projections and the number of 
researchers to GDP forecasts to derive global expenditure on research and development (GERD) projections. The variable selected 
in this study is mentioned with the keywords used during ARIMA modeling:  
1) AGRP: Annual gross domestic product (GDP) growth percentage   
2) RDGDP: R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP 
3) RRDPM: Researchers in R&D per million full-time equivalents (FTE) 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

With the change in global expenditure on research and development (GERD), the practice of innovating and its historical 
assessment changes as per the availability of data. We have first drawn the dataset series from the World Bank repository and cross-
verify the same using other sources like the UNESCO cross-country dataset, to harmonize the authenticity of available data, for 
each country’s GERD intensity. GERD estimates along with the other two variables were obtained for twenty-four countries for the 
year 2015-2020.  
The gaps for several years of a few countries, for which data was not available in a dataset, were extrapolated using the earlier year 
dataset, and in some cases were set constant, where the continuous yearly data was not available for any selected variables. This has 
been done in the countries for which no reported GERD, GDP, and number of full-time equivalent (FTE) of researchers was not 
available. 
Notably this dataset is also made available for several countries which lower- and middle-income group countries, as well as 
European and Central Asian countries, countries that are presently the part of International Development Association (IDA) and 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) which lends in a group of poorest countries. As the future is 
uncertain, but based on the assumptions that the empirical regularities may persist over the coming years, we have developed the 
newly generated series of GERD for the period of the next 5 years to form projections of regional and global GERD intensities. 
To enhance the results, a machine learning approach was carried out, to analyze the impact of GERD and researchers as per million 
full-time equivalents over the GDP of the country.  
In time series analysis, ARIMA models are flexible and are used in a wide range of analyses. The time series model can provide 
short-run forecasts, in a very precise manner for the variable data on the concerned variable. ARIMA where stands for (p, d, q), 
which represents Autoregressive-Integrated-Moving Average with the three parameters where, p, represents the order of 
autoregression, d, and q represent the degree of differencing, and the order of moving average, respectively. As Box and Jenkins 
have worked for the forecasting of a large variety of time series data, ARIMA is also referred to as a Box-Jenkins model. ARIMA is 
the process of three steps, based on random disturbances that arise in empirical time series observation with the following three 
steps: (i) (AR) Auto-regressive process, (ii) Differencing process, (iii) Moving Average. 
As the GDP, GERD variables are going to show an exponential rise in their values therefore we have used the simple time series 
method of the ARIMA model to forecast the GERD and percentage GDP forecast for upcoming years. ARIMA shows higher fitting 
with more accuracy than the exponential smoothening, hence it sufficiently captures both seasonal and non-seasonal forecasting 
trends in the dataset.  
Here, we have focused on non-seasonal forecasting trends to describe the growth of variables over the period of years taken, 
analyzing that the GERD pattern will increase over the period and is in the upgrowing non-seasonal pattern. We believe that the 
ARIMA model will fit appropriately within the current dataset, to reflect the best models. To predict the model fit, (p, d, q) is 
identified by the autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) whereas p is the autoregressive term, d 
being different ordered, and q is the moving average term. ARIMA results are derived out of the Akaike information criterion, 
which is the goodness of fit test, where a minimum of AIC is considered the best-fit outcome. All statistical analysis was conducted 
using R library “forecast, series and zoo.” 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this section, we first tested the stationarity of the data based on ACF (autocorrelation, and PACF (Partial autocorrelation 
function) and plotted the autocorrelation time series. Autocorrelation is a correlation between the observation of time series 
separated by the k time units. While (fig. 6) below for ACF shows a correlation between points, up to and including its lag unit, its 
correlation coefficient is at the x-axis and the number of legs is represented at the y-axis. Similarly, the partial autocorrelation 
function measures relationship strength with other terms that are accounted for, i.e., the intervening lags in the model. PACF is the 
combination of observations excluded during the initiation phase and other intervening observations.  

 

 
Figure 3. Full time Researchers in R&D in per  million (RRDPM) Vs Annual GDP growth percentage (AGRP) 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Regression values for Annual GDP growth percentage (AGRP) and R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP (RDGDP) 

 
(Fig.6) below represents the partial autocorrelation (PACF)and autocorrelation (ACF) plots as observed. In the data we have 
performed multiple regression, to check whether our data meets our model assumptions and obtained the residual plots, where 
residuals are the unexplained variance.  
The red line in (Fig.5) representing the mean of residuals is horizontal and centered around zero, showing the outliers and biases in 
data. In a normal Q-Q plot placed at the center, we can see the real residuals from an almost perfect one-to-one line with the 
theoretical residues except for a few of the outliers at the end of the data, thus forming a perfect model. Based on residuals, we can 
say that our model meets the assumption of homoscedasticity.  

(Fig.3b)  
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Figure 5. ACF and PACF residual plots. Results of  forecasts and Growth Rate of GERD over a period (2021-2029) 
 
Standardized residual plot of R&D expenditure as percentage of GDP (RDGDP) Vs Annual GDP growth percentage (AGRP) 

 

 
Figure 6. ARIMA forecast map for GERD. 

(2021-2029) 
 
According to the results obtained via the ARIMA forecasting, it was scrutinized that the forecasted value of GERD i.e., global 
research and development expenditure increases over the period (2021-2029). However, the GERD growth rate suggests that there 
is a steady and constant rate also available after a certain period, and a lower trend in all categories from lower limit growth to 
higher limit growth rate. Hence it is recommended that it is essential to present the lower and upper growth chart with the point 
forecasted value to attain a clear picture of the innovation index and GERD. 
The lower and higher projections imply that the global R&D expenditure could vary over the upcoming years. This shows that a 
range of prospective global research in the mentioned countries taken in the database, reflects the prospective global research future, 
largely in terms of increased R&D expenditure along with the increase in the number of researchers in FTE which is the major 
supplicant in GERD upliftment and hence the GDP of any economy.  

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

In this study, an ARIMA model has been estimated to forecast GERD and its growth rates for years ahead by utilizing time series 
data over the period 2015-2020. Instead of using the ordinary method of least square estimation algorithm ARIMA has been used 
for more accurate forecast prediction. This aspect confirms that for any country GERD is a positive contributor to the rise in GDP 
and its further economic development in terms of technology and infrastructure build-up. 
This study has also been checked by using the Ljung-Box statistic, the study shows that only two variables have shown significant 
coefficient values with AR and MA, showing their effectiveness in forecasting the GERD forecast to show its impact on real GDP. 
The findings of this study are more important for the policymakers in implicating the assessment using the macroeconomic values 
for economic development. Policymakers can use such methods to identify other macro indicators for the innovation index, like 
foreign R&D expenditure and R&D investment globally, and their further impact on the current GDP scenario. However, it would 
be interesting to expand this research by including such important contributing factors that influence the GDP and growth rates, in 
the future. 
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